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	TO THOSE OF US WHO PAY ATTENTION to such things, the world of software development
	has changed a lot in the last few years. In the .NET world, Microsoft’s Visual Studio 2010 is
	undoubtedly the most successful development environment. Since the release of the fi rst .NET
	version in February 2002, this product has undergone dramatic changes. Currently, it encapsulates
	three languages (Visual Basic, C#, and F#) and many tools that support the entire life cycle of
	software development.


	It provides great freedom for developers to create virtually any type of application for many devices,
	including desktops, portable devices, and phones; and now it supports cloud applications. Given
	the globalization of business and rapid changes in the world economy, the importance of fast
	time-to-market requirements continuously affects how software products — and especially
	line-of-business (LOB) applications — are developed.


	While Visual Studio supports development teams, it still requires jumping over a relatively high
	entry barrier. Writing versatile business applications with this tool defi nitely requires deep software
	development knowledge — in exchange for the freedom it offers.


	Visual Studio LightSwitch is a new member of the Visual Studio family. It was designed and
	developed with rapid data-centric LOB application development in mind. It targets primarily
	consultants and business analysts who are far removed from everyday programming — and not just
	experienced developers.


	This book serves as a foundation for learning the basics of creating useful business applications
	with LightSwitch — using only minimal coding.
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 Intermediate: Illustrated Course Guide (Illustrated Course Guides)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	Welcome to Illustrated Course Guide: Microsoft®

	Excel® 2010 Intermediate. If this is your first

	experience with the Illustrated Course Guides,

	you’ll see that this book has a unique design:

	each skill is presented on two facing pages,

	with steps on the left and screens on the right.

	The layout makes it...
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Applying Predictive Analytics: Finding Value in DataSpringer, 2019

	
		This textbook presents a practical approach to predictive analytics for classroom learning. It focuses on using analytics to solve business problems and compares several different modeling techniques, all explained from examples using the SAS Enterprise Miner software. The authors demystify complex algorithms to show how they can be...
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Privacy Online: Perspectives on Privacy and Self-Disclosure in the Social WebSpringer, 2011

	Privacy is a basic human need, and losing privacy is perceived as an extremely
	threatening experience. Privacy embraces solitude, personal space, or intimacy with
	family and friends and as such, it is a ubiquitous and trans-cultural phenomenon.
	Privacy leverages well-being; without privacy we are at risk of becoming physically
	or...
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Robust Statistics: Theory and Methods (Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Classical statistical techniques fail to cope well with deviations from a standard distribution. Robust statistical methods take into account these deviations while estimating the parameters of parametric models, thus increasing the accuracy of the inference. Research into robust methods is flourishing, with new methods being developed and...
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CompTIA Security+ Study GuideSybex, 2008
Prepare for CompTIA's updated Security+ exam

Validate your professional computer security expertise with certification that helps you stand out in the marketplace. This guide is your key to preparing for CompTIA's new Security+ SY0-201 exam, the first major revision of the exam since it was launched in 2002. Acquire hands-on skills and...
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